~Welcome to the Vibrational Frequency Soul Energy Revealing Forecast for 2021~
~BE the One in '21 & We Are One in '21 ~
The Year of the Lion (Courage/Strength~ Stand & Roar)~
Original Post (https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10220775849484099 )

Note~ Those of us within the soulful knowing understand and ken (know) that this below is
something that is free from occurring just because our earthly calendar year says it is this year or
date or anything else, that this is ever occurring and evolving within the OM, the One Moment,
every moment of the One Moment. Yet for the purposes of earthly life within the Soul embodiment
we choose, we shall embrace this earthly calendar year within 'time' to share the wisdom of what is
occurring in this now moment of the OM which relative to yers (and the collectives) Soul
agreement before ye (and all) came here to earth for this incarnation and also based upon yer (and
all souls) Soul's growth and progressional path, shall be relevant to ye (and all) for this earthly year
or may already be occurring. Relative to such will be to the degree of yer Soul's path and Soul
agreements will be relative to how ye will experience and express this that is shared below~
We hath certainly been through one heck of a year this year 2020 eh! This year of 2020 was all
about vision, the 2020 vision, seeing as Source/God sees. And it certainly proved to be a year of this
indeed! Opening many's eyes to REALEYES (realise, seeing with real eyes) and awaken many. So
in Light of that, as we now are stepping into the year 2021, this year of 2021 is all about BEing the
One in '21 to stand in the courage of who ye REALLY are within yer Soul and its purpose and to
Roar (or shine/share/speak/write etc) that truth to all, with all so that within that we come to the
heart and Soul of it all of who we all are as Soul which is We are One in '21.
In this year of 2021 we are going to be pushed to the precipice (and many are already there or
about to be) in which the choice is to be chosen of BEing the One who stands in the truth of Source,
the truth of what is real of that same Source/God/Love and all its attributes (loving kindness,
compassion, caring, giving, showing another you love them and telling them, co~creation,
co~operation, empathy, acceptance (even if we dinnae (do not) agree with another yet we accept

and understand/innerstand another as we innerstand ourself as we are One (ie created
of/from/in/within the same God/Source), compassionate listening, community, freedom, union, the
benefit of all, gentleness, tenderness, softness, real, raw, vulnerable from the heartness, generocity,
how may I serve, what may I give, how can I assist, what is the loving thing to say, do, be in this
moment, upliftment, encouragement, seeing the God (Gift Of Divinity) within one another and all)~
to live and BE this in taking a stand even if and whence others are appearing to be against ye and/or
nae on the same page as ye are. BEing the energy of the Lion within walking the talk within
integrity with our vibrational frequency energy, thoughts, feelings, e~motion (energy~in~motion),
and actions all in alignment in BEing One singluar focus.
2021 is the year that will require ye to summon the inner strength of Source and within and the
courage and then to take right action from that resonance/space. 2021 will require ye to stand in
facing yer shadows head on and the strength to let go of people, places, things, situations,
circumstances, thoughts/feelings that nae longer serve ye, which many already experienced in 2020,
yet another deeper layer(s) of this will occur so as to create, re~create, co~create anew way of
BEing, living, and choosing in ways ye nae ever thought before or thought possible before. This is
also includes facing the shadows of the collective consciousness of what is the dark/shadow aspects
of those whom hath harmed humanity to come into healing/integration within such individually and
collectively as well through compassion, justice with mercy, forgiveness, and understanding. This
will require being open to changing yer perception of things and seeing through the eyes of the Lion
within standing back for a moment to observe yet then without hesitation to courageously venture
into the new within being bold, following yer Intuitive Heart (as One with Source's heart) the inner
compass of that heart, and even in some cases being fiercely firm as the Lion's roar is in taking a
stand where need be to be/do what is right or right action of Source/God.
This year of 2021 is actual the number reversal of 2012~ 2012 is actually 2021 so what we were
to see in 2012 of both Great Awakening which hath begun in 2020 and also the Great
Healing/Integration Transformation of earth (which began on the Winter SOULstice 2020) and the
cosmos is nowhere as in NOW HERE! It is a 5 year and thus the blending on all the elements of
Earth, Water, Fire, Aire, and Soul within alchemical transformation to turn what is muck into Gold,
the Golden Light of Love of the Sun (Source's/God's) shining Light!
Thus, 2021 then will also be the year of healing/integration from all of the trauma that the of 2020
brought to so many within the great awakening of such 2020 vision who were unable to live and BE
in that 2020 vision of Source/God due to being traumatised/harmed by the events of 2020. Within
healing/integration humanity will step into a massive individual and collective spiritual detoxing
through things such as Inner Soul Child Healing and Soul Integrative Parts Work which will take
the inner strength and courage of the Lion to move beyond the blame and pain and into Love. An
individual and collective grieving process (which has begun in 2020) will be moved through as well
during 2021 so that through this healing/integration come into a greater Oneness, Love, intimacy,
and connection individually and collectively. More on the grieving process to help guide ye on the
path here at this link https://youtu.be/mqmkg5hjDeo This will also take the form of physical
detoxing as well through humanity coming into a purging/detoxing of toxic foods, substances etc
that nae longer serve to come into healthier eating and healthier lifestyle choices.
Within this healing/integration we will then become the Lion's Gate of gathering with Lion pack,
our tribe~ finding our tribe again or reuniting with our tribe again. Nae longer will we collectively
be living in fear of one another and hiding from one another through masks and facades, we will
move into being real, raw, vulnerable, and from the heart with one another. Many of yous this year
will see that ye will begin to move into yer Soul Purpose more deeply to where ye will nae longer
be doing just a 'job' or an earthly career but what more brings ye a sense of soul fulfillment and joy
within benefitting humanity through both individual creation and also co~creative endeavours.

2021 will see us BEing One in '21 to where we hath the courage of the Lion to unmask for good~
healing guilt, shame, separation, abandonment, stress, anxiety, depression, addiction, trauma within
by integrating into our ever~evolving connection with Source/God and then coming together as One
in connection, loving one another as Source/God as we take one another as Source/God does, taking
one another's best interests at heart along with our own. For we are this naturally for this is our true
nature, it is who we are IS this Love (God/Source).
BEing the One in '21~ to go forth as the Lion in courage, inner strength, standing in, within, with,
and for Love and all its attributes regardless of the seas or seasons, come what may. Being the One
to stand firm in boundaries (choosing in firm preference) of what is right (ie what is the right action
of Source/God's will being done of service to all including ye rather than service to self which only
benefits me). BE the One to step on the path, Light the Light within and then BE that same Light to
enLIGHTen all on the path. All it takes is One. BE the One. BEing the One to take the lead in this
as the Lion Leader to go forth first and to show others the path inviting them to walk with us in that
path united in purpose to then bring us into....
We Are One in '21~ To where we nae longer see each other as separate or divided. Instead we are
united! Standing individually solid within our own Lion Soul power whilst at the same moment the
collapse of separateness occurs to where we REALEYES (realise, seeing with real eyes) at the heart
and Soul of it all we are all created of the same vibrational frequency energy which is Love/Source/
God and therefore we cannae harm another without also harming ourselves and thus we choose to in
mindful, heartful Love to stand as the Lion tribe of inner strength and courage of the same vision of
that same Love. Justice with mercy for those whom harm humanity whence need be, yet united in
purpose/mission of Source/God of taking one another's best interest at heart along with our own so
that that middle path of a win win for all is able to be. I Am ye and ye are me and so I take ye
within me walking a mile in yer moccasins, feeling/experiencing/seeing as ye see
Stepping out of earth dimensional time
and into multi~dimensional infinite possibilities of Oneness sublime!
BE the One in '21
the best is yet to come
We Are One in '21
All under the same Sun
Shining our Light of Love in ways we hath always dreamed of!
BE the One in '21
&
We Are One in '21
May we in this year of 2021 BE, live, do, choose the path of the Lion~
Courage
Strength
Stand & Roar
Boundaries
Oneness
Love (and all its attributes)/Source/God
And....the BEST is YET TO COME! (Part Two Below)
In Pure Love ~Lady Nenari, Princess of the Sea 💜🦁💜🦁

~Vibrational Frequency Soul Energy Revealing Forecast for 2021, Part Two~
~BE the One in '21 & We Are One in '21 ~ The Year of the Lion
~How to put into practice the wisdom of the Lion's Courage/Strength/Standing & Roaring through
Flexibility~
Related to my original post here https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10220775849484099 let us now dive deeper
into putting such into practice through flexibility (wisdom below and also this post can also be found here
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10220812023668431 )~

The one thing that 2020 made clear to all of us was awakening us to what was and is nae
working~ from the macrocosm of the world and all that is on right on through to the microcosm of
within. Early on in 2020 whence things were as they were, I remember doing a mentoring session
for a beautiful Divine Feminine Goddess whom I mentor in which she was questioning what she
would do now given what was occurring in the world, to which I shared with her that of being
flexible. To ken (know) that the entirety of her Soul's Mission and Purpose was/is still there, yet the
way in which to may come about may be completely different and in contrast to what she perceived
it to be and to be open and flexible just like that of whence we do yoga asanas to be flexible or as
water is as it travels through the rivers, lochs, streams to the Sea. I invited her throughout the year
of 2020 in various ways into the wisdom I Am now sharing with ye here.
For some of yous, ye may be already on this path, ahead of the curve as ye will, for as I said at the
beginning of the original forecast (link above) for 2021, this is an ever evolving process and some
of yous who are the wayshowers of this process have already been through this process one or many
times (like myself) and/or began this newest version of this process in 2020 (like the woman I share
of above) so as to be the Lion Leader within this beginning, being, been through such a process so
as to assist others on the path now whom are just now awakening to such. For those of yous whom
are, I honour ye and I invite ye to in any way ye can assist those who are just now awakening to
such to navigate the path that ye are on (or hath been on). For those new to this, may this wisdom
here assist ye.
Thus, in 2021, the year of Lion, within that courage of taking a stand and roaring within our Soul
and its purpose, we are being invited to individually and collectively take a deep look into what it is
from 2020 that clearly was/is nae working and to rebirth anew and to do such flexibly. Being open
to what can be an entirely different way of looking at things, doing things, creating/co~creating
things so that life thrives rather than just survives. 2021 is going to call forth the ability for ye to be
adaptable to any and all timelines with contingency plans in all aspects of yer life and collectively
as well as we rebirth anew.

Individually this will mean BEing more within Independent rather than co~dependent/dependent
upon people, circumstances, situations, governments, structures in life so as to move into
Interconnection/Interdependence (which is the middle path). For more on Interconnection please
feel free to read this here http://www.diamondlady.net/assets/files/Interconnection.pdf
Being Independent is free from meaning that ye are on yer own or have to do things only on yer
own. Being Independent means that ye are free from being at the mercy of others solely~ that ye
hath flexibility to be able to have yer needs met (basic and otherwise) through a variety of means
rather than just through one person or way, that ye can create/co~create with others yet ye are free
from having to depend upon others solely for yer sustainability.
Collectively this will mean community (coming together in unity) of how we can be able to
connect, co~create so as to celebrate who we are in a way that benefit all rather than one group or
another having more of an advantage than another with both the courage to stand for what is right
and also taking all people's best interest at heart rather than just one person or one group.
Both individually and collectively this means looking at other ways, even multiple ways, in which
what it is ye need, want, or are within Soul Mission/Purpose of can be made manifest rather than
putting all yer eggs into one basket as the saying goes. Thus, some questions to be asking yerself
throughout 2021 can be the following~
* How flexible is my connection with Source/God, my life, my health
(spiritual/cosmic/multi~dimensional, physical, e~motional, mental), my friendships/relationships,
my home (within/without), my finances, my home, my work, my business? How can I take charge
of these areas of my life so that I nae longer give my power away to others/government, situations,
circumstances so that I Am thriving? How can this also be done within my local community and
outward to the whole of humanity and what is my role and purpose within that of who I Am and
what I can BE/do/choose?
* Who can I BE and what can I choose differently to bring about more
flexibility/pliability/expansiveness/healing/integration to these areas of my life above so I Am freer,
more adaptable, more open, more in alignment and within integrity within any shifting of the tides
of life?
* What Am I to let go of that nae longer serves me and all for these things to come about? What Am
I to embrace?
* What ways can I create more out of the box SOULutions of contingency plans individually so that
I Am flexible with all that may come? Utilising Inspiration and Innovation are the keys to Love and
all of its attributes
* What ways can we (in community, collectively) create more out of the box SOULutions of
contingency plans together so that we are able to be of the benefit of one another
interconnected/interdependent so that all thrive independently and collectively free from being at
each others mercy and at the same moment where we take each others best interests at heart for a
win win for all? Here as well Utilising Inspiration and Innovation are the keys to Love and all of its
attributes
* Who Am I (and we) to be and do to implement what is shared in part one of this forecast (above
or here at https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10220775849484099 ) within BEing/Doing

Love and all its attributes, walking the talk, standing, and roaring (and all shared within that post)?
What steps can I take (we take) right here, right now in this moment to BE/do such?
Courage is contagious and is the most important of all virtues, as it is through the boldness
bravery of courage and its strength that all of the other virtues reside and can fully be
REALEYESED (realised, seeing/BEing/doing from real eyes). The answers to these questions,
along with the strength/courage of the Lion to take right action through ye of Source/God through
ye in each moment and returning to these questions and this process (in both parts shared)
throughout 2021 will be the North Star guiding Light that shall guide yer path of this year of the
Lion! May ye BE the One in '21 and may we remember that We Are One in '21 so that change for
the better and for the benefit of all can and will blossom! BE open to the new that is coming for, to,
and through you! THE BEST IS TRULY YET TO COME!
Espavo and In Pure Love ~Lady Nenari, Princess of the Sea 💜🦁🕯✨

